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INTRODUCTION

The desired performance from process plants is 
increasingly complicated. Issues such as environmental 
problems that require care, economic needs, safety 
requirements, among others, are important factors 
that influence the quality specifications of industrial 
products. The integration between industrial processes 
makes modern processing plants harder to operate. 
These factors contribute to the argument that the area 
of process control is of great interest and importance 
(Carelli and Souza Jr., 2009).

The content of contaminants affects the quality of 
diesel oil, generating impacts on its commercialization. 
The amount of these contaminants present in the 
diesel must comply with the regulations of the fuel 
sector worldwide (Li et al., 2013). In recent years, 
environmental issues have become an important 
subject in discussions around the world, raising the 

cravings for strong pollution control legislation, 
especially when it comes to emissions from the use 
of petroleum products (Ferreira et al., 2013; Ali, 
2014). The diesel that meets these recommendations 
is ULSD (Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel), which contains 
a maximum of 10 ppm in terms of sulfur in its 
composition. The production of this fuel requires the 
intensive use of hydrotreatment (HDT) units, with the 
need for catalysts of high activity and severe operating 
conditions (Pacheco et al., 2011; Ferreira et al., 2013).

In order to attend the environmental regulations 
which limit sulfur content, many countries are 
investing to produce diesel fuel with ultra-low sulfur 
levels, focusing on deep desulfurization. This approach 
also aims to find cost-effective methodology for ultra-
low sulfur diesel (ULSD) (Ali, 2014). Advances in 
ULSD production continue attracting research interest 
around the world from the scientific and applied points 
of view. In this way, Stanislaus et al. (2010) discussed 
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evolution in deep hydrodesulfurization (HDS) 
processes, emphasizing catalysts and advancement in 
the hydrotreatment of diesel.

One of the most difficult ways to achieve success in 
diesel hydrotreating is to operate the plant observing 
different conditions such as product prices and feed that 
changes constantly (Adetola and Guay, 2010; Jarullah 
et al., 2011). The diesel HDT is usually carried out in 
a Trickle Bed Reactor (TBR), reducing sulfur content 
and other contaminants (Li et al., 2013). This operation 
in a TBR is a typical transport-reaction process, 
characterized by spatial variations and nonlinearities 
due to the complex reaction mechanisms and diffusion 
and convection phenomena (Dubljevic et al., 2005). 
Predictive control strategies can be formulated and 
implemented and their objectives can be achieved 
with the use of dynamic models of transport-reaction 
processes (Dubljevic and Christofides, 2006).

To meet the existing specifications that determine 
the contaminant content in diesel, the HDT process 
needs to be controlled, aiming at greater profitability 
of the operation. Predictive Control (MPC or Model 
Predictive Control) is considered the most general 
way to control a process subject to constraints, 
capable of operating for long periods of time with little 
intervention (Ogunnaike and Ray, 1994; Seborg et al., 
2004; Carelli and Souza Jr., 2009). 

Lababidi et al. (2004) studied the application 
of constrained MPC in a diesel HDT pilot plant 
from the atmospheric distillation fractionation of 
petroleum, considering the HDS reaction. In their 
studies, the authors focused on producing oil with the 
desired amounts of contaminants. The controller was 
experimentally assembled to optimize the reaction 
zone temperatures, resulting in improved process 
efficiency with respect to desulphurization.

Carelli and Souza Jr (2009) studied Generalized 
Predictive Controllers (GPC), evaluating the 
controller performance with monitoring and diagnosis 
methods based on historical benchmarks and model-
based performance measurements. These methods 
were applied to situations of degraded performance 
simulated in the predictive control of a diesel 
hydrotreating reactor.

For this purpose, few references were found in 
the literature addressing the model predictive control 
of the HDT process of diesel, as well as for the 
classical controls for the diesel HDT process. Aiming 
to contribute to the development of the sector, the 
objective of this work was to propose a predictive 
control strategy for the diesel HDT process, aiming 
to control the sulfur content at the exit of the TBR, 
in order to obtain Ultra-Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) 
specifications, keeping the sulfur concentration in the 
product below the maximum value allowed by the 
legislation.

The reactor mathematical model and the formulated 
MPC approach are presented first. The results are then 
discussed and the main conclusions are stated.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this work, we considered a multiple feed diesel 
HDT, addressing the reaction of hydrodesulfurization 
(HDS), with a irreversible reaction and the organic 
sulfur content and the hydrogen concentration having 
a positive effect (Korsten and Hoffman, 1996). A 
mathematical model of a trickle-bed reactor TBR) was 
implemented in EMSO (Environment for Modeling, 
Simulation and Optimization), which is an equation-
oriented process simulator available at <http://www.
enq.ufrgs.br/alsoc>. 

Details of the schematic diagram of the process are 
shown in Fig. 1, in which three types of vacuum gas oil, 
VGO, (oil A, oil B and oil C) are available to feed the 
catalytic reactor (TBR). A Model Predictive Controller 
(MPC) can also be seen, in which the concentration 
of organic sulfur compounds at the exit of the TBR 
can be controlled, manipulating the oil flow-rates in 
the mixer, the hydrogen flow-rate, and the TBR inlet 
temperature. We consider that the concentration of 
organic sulfur compounds is the main difference in 
the oils A, B and C. The oils are blended in the mixer 
to adjust the feed composition. The heated oils are 
saturated with hydrogen and inserted on top of the 
TBR. The removed organic sulfur leaves the reactor 
in the gas phase, and the treated oil is obtained in the 
liquid phase at the bottom of the reactor. The following 
assumptions were taken into account to model the 
reactor in order to run the process:

a) Cocurrent operation with hydrogen saturated 
feed;

b) Three-phase system: gas, liquid and solid 
phases;

c) Pilot scale operation;
d) Constant operating pressure;
e) Dynamic process model; 
f) One-dimensional mathematical model;
g) Two interfaces (gas-liquid and liquid-solid) 

through which mass transfer occurs;
h) The reactions occur on the surface of the 

catalyst (in the solid phase);
i) There are no radial gradients of concentration 

and temperature;
j) The velocities of the liquid and gaseous phases 

are constant along the reactor.

In order to solve the problem, some parameters 
and mathematical correlations were taken from the 
literature in Korsten and Hoffmann (1996), Mederos 
and Ancheyta (2007), Jimenez et al. (2007), Liu et al. 
(2008), Alvarez and Ancheyta (2008a), Alvarez and 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the TBR, representing the cocurrent operation of the diesel HDT process.

Ancheyta (2008b), Kallinikos et al. (2010), Alvarez et 
al. (2011) and Mederos et al. (2012), and are sumarized 
in the Appendix. The API grade of the oils was 
considered to be equal to 22 and the molecular weight 
equal to 441.9 kg/kmol (Mederos and Ancheyta, 2007). 

Table 1. Information about the system studied.

The input data and the operating conditions prior to the 
MPC and the costs (ANP, 2017) are presented in Table 
1. The hydrocarbon concentrations of the oils A, B and 
C were kept constant and equal to 4.93 (mol cm-3), 
3.85 (mol cm-3) and 2.89 (mol cm-3), respectively. The 
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inlet concentration of the reactor is obtained through 
mass balance.

In the following sections, we present the 
mathematical modeling of the addressed system.

Mass Balance
In the mixer

Overall and component mass balances in the mixer 
are given by Equation 1 and Equation 2, respectively, 
where Ftotal feed (cm3 s-1) is the total feed flowrate of the 
reactor; FOil A (cm3 s-1), FOil B (cm3 s-1) and FOil C (cm3 

s-1) are, respectively, the feed flowrates of oils A, B 
and C in the mixer; Ctotal feed (mol cm-3) is the inlet 
sulfur concentration of the reactor; COil A (mol cm-3), 
COil B (mol cm-3) and COil C (mol cm-3) are the sulfur 
concentrations of the oils in the mixer.

i = H2 and H2S

- Liquid phase:

F F F Ftotal feed Oil A Oil B Oil C= + +

C F C F C F C Ftotal feed total feed Oil A Oil A Oil B Oil B Oil C Oi= + + ll C

In the reactor
Based on the works of Mederos and Ancheyta 

(2007), the following mass balance equations were 
considered in the TBR, where t is the time (s); eG is the 
holdup of gas phase; pi

G (MPa) is the partial pressure 
of component i; uG (cm s-1) is the gas velocity; z (cm) is 
the spatial variable; R (J mol-1 K-1) is the gas constant; 
TG (K) is the temperature of the gas phase; ki

L (cm s-1) 
is the mass transfer coefficient of the component i at 
the liquid interface; aL (cm-1) is the specific area at the 
liquid interface; Hi (MPa cm3 mol-1) is the constant 
of Henry’s law for component i; Ci

L (mol cm-3) is the 
concentration of component i in the liquid phase; H2 
is hydrogen gas; H2S is hydrogen sulfide gas; eL is the 
liquid phase holdup; uL (cm s-1) is the velocity of the 
liquid; Da

L (cm2 s-1) is the mass dispersion coefficient 
in the liquid phase; ki

S (cm s-1) is the mass transfer 
coefficient of component i at the interface of the solid 
phase; aS (cm-1) is the specific area at the interface of 
the solid phase; Ci

S (mol cm-3) is the concentration 
of component i in the solid phase; S with subscript i 
represents the sulfur compound and HC represents the 
hydrocarbons; rHDS (mol g-1 s-1) is the rate of the HDS 
reaction; the “±” sign means “-” for reagents and “+” 
for the products; rB (g cm-3) is the bulk density; x is the 
volume fraction of the diluted bed; hHDS is the catalytic 
efficiency for the HDS reaction; ∈ is the void fraction 
in the bed; ep is the porosity of the catalyst particle; rB 
(g cm-3) is the bulk density is the catalytic efficiency 
for the HDS reaction. 
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For the liquid and gas phases, the boundary 

conditions applied to the differential equations are 
shown below, where the partial pressures of the 
gaseous components at the inlet of the reactor are:
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and solid phases at the inlet of the reactor were based 
on Danckwerts boundary conditions (Danckwerts, 
1995)
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in which the Peclet number (Pe) was calculated by the 
Hochman-Effort correlation (Mederos and Ancheyta, 
2007) for cocurrent pilot operation, through Equation 
7:

Pe liq
gas= ( ) ( )0 034 10

0 5 0 003. Re
. . Re

where Reliq and Regas are the Reynolds numbers of 
liquid and gas phases, respectively.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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Energy Balance
In the mixer

The energy balance in the mixer is given by 
Equation 8, where htotal feed (kJ kmol-1) is the enthalpy 
of the feed stream to the reactor; Q (kW) is the heat 
source in the mixer; hOil A (kJ kmol-1), hOil B (kJ kmol-1) 
and hOil C (kJ kmol-1) are, respectively, the enthalpies of 
the oils A, B and C in the mixer.

stoichiometric equation. This concept is extensively 
accepted and accumulates the reaction of all sulfur 
compounds (Dibenzothiophene-DBT and its alkyl-
derivates) in a simple expression (Korsten and 
Hoffman, 1996; Bhaskar et al., 2004; Rodríguez 
and Ancheyta, 2004; Mederos and Ancheyta, 2007; 
Alvarez and Ancheyta, 2008a). The reaction model 
in question is of the Langmuir-Hinshelwood type, 
according to Equation 12, in which rHDS (mol g-1 s-1) is 
the rate of HDS reaction; kHDS (cm3 g-1 s-1)(cm3 mol-1)0.45 
is the apparent constant of the HDS reaction; kH2S (cm3 
mol-1) is the adsorption constant for H2S. 

F h Q F h F h F htotal total Oil A Oil A Oil Oil Oil feed  feed    B  B  C+ = + + OOil C

In the reactor
Based on the work of Mederos and Ancheyta 

(2007), the energy balance equations in the TBR are 
shown below, where rG (g cm-3), rL (g cm-3) and rS (g 
cm-3) are respectively the gas, liquid and solid phases 
densities; CP

G (J g-1 K-1), CP
L (J g-1 K-1) and CP

S (J g-1 
K-1) are respectively the specific heat capacities of the 
gas, liquid and solid; hGL (J s-1 cm-2 K-1) and hLS (J s-1 
cm-2 K-1) are respectively heat transfer coefficients at 
the gas-liquid and liquid-solid interfaces; TL (K) and 
TS (K) are respectively the liquid and solid phases 
temperatures; DHR

HDS (J mol-1) is the heat of the HDS 
reaction.
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For the gas, liquid and solid phases, the boundary 
conditions applied to the differential equations are 
shown below, where the temperatures of each phase at 
the inlet of the reactor are:

At z = 0: TL = TS = To and TG = 653 K

Kinetic model
In order to represent the reaction process in this 

study, we consider the hydrodesulfurization reaction 
to be irreversible, the organic sulfur content and the 
hydrogen concentration have a positive effect and, 
during reaction, hydrogen sulfide is adsorbed at the 
active catalyst sites. The oil fraction feeding the mixer 
contains a great amount of organic sulfur compounds 
(Korsten and Hoffman, 1996).

Usually the overall hydrodesulfurization reaction 
is represented by the practical and generalized 
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Model Discretization and Numerical Integration
In order to solve the problem, the spatial domain 

of the partial differential equations was discretized 
by the finite-differences method. The resulting set 
of differential-algebraic equations was implemented 
in EMSO software (Soares and Secchi, 2003) and 
solved by the DASSLC (Secchi, 2012) numerical 
integrator, with absolute and relative accuracies of 10-8 
and 10-6, respectively. The number of discretization 
points required to obtain the adequate solution was 
110, uniformly distributed and determined using the 
mesh convergence criterion of the absolute difference 
between the values of the process variables obtained 
at the discretization points of the refinement mesh k+1 
and the values obtained at the discretization points by 
the refinement mesh k, which must be less than 10-5. 

Process Control
Predictive control strategies (MPC) of the process 

were implemented using Matlab®/Simulink, addressed 
through an EMSO-Matlab interface.

Model Predictive Control (MPC)
Model-based predictive control strategies were 

used to control the organic sulfur concentration at the 
exit of the reactor, manipulating the flow rates of the 
oils A, B and C, as well as the hydrogen gas velocity 
and the reactor inlet temperature, in the presence of 
disturbances in the concentrations of these oils in the 
mixer. The controller was designed so that the response 
followed the setpoint, reaching the maximum allowed 
organic sulfur concentration of 10 ppm.

The objective function of the controller follows 
the formulation presented in Equation 13, in which 
the MPC outputs are calculated in order to make the 
controlled variables follow the setpoint optimally. 
At each sampling instant, the future outputs of the 
controller are determined in a way that minimizes the 

(8)

(12)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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objective function J, where k is the sampling instant, P 
is the prediction horizon, m is the control horizon, gi is 
the weight on the square error of the controlled variable 
at time i, ŷi is the output predicted by the model at time 
i, yseti is the value of the setpoint at time i, lj is the 
suppression factor of motion of the controller output at 
time j, DUj = Uj - Uj-1 is the variation of the controller 
output at time j. Constraints are imposed as follows: 
ŷmin ≤ ŷ ≤ ŷmax, Umin ≤ U ≤ Umax, DUmin ≤ DU ≤ DUmax, 
in addition to the equality constraints imposed by the 
linear prediction model.

(Fo) in the reactor was placed as an input variable to 
account for possible inlet disturbances in the reactor. 
Fo is the total feed (Equation 1) and it will be fixed 
(Table 1). The variation of the manipulated variables 
FA and FC will be compensated by FB. A cost function 
(OF) was placed in the structure as being an observed 
output variable, but not controlled in the process. In 
this way, a 5x2 scheme (5 inputs and 2 outputs) is 
observed in Fig. 2, however, in this work, the 4x1 
structure (4 inputs and 1 output) was considered for 
the identification and process control steps. With the 
MPC structure and limits imposed on the manipulated 
variables, we can analyze the competition among 
them, since the flow rates of the oils, the hydrogen 
superficial velocity, and the reactor inlet temperature 
can be manipulated simultaneously to obtain a best 
combination of these values to drive the concentration 
of organic sulfur compounds at the exit of the reactor 
within the specification. In fact, this 4x1 structure is 
one of the advantages of using a MPC instead of PID 
controller, where it is possible to use more than one 
degree of freedom to drive the process to the desired 
operating condition. This configuration is even more 
attractive when the dynamic responses of the system 
have different velocities for different input variables, 
which is the case of the HDT process. Besides, it is 
well-known that the MPC can deal quite well with 
constraints. An active constraint removes a degree 
of freedom of the controller; thus, having additional 
degrees of freedom the MPC does not lose control of 
the system, which would happen with the PID when 
the manipulated variable saturates.

Thus, open-loop tests were performed to obtain 
input and output data from the plant, which served to 

J y y Ui i set
i k

k p

j j
j k

k m

i
= −( ) + ∆

= +
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=

+ −

∑ ∑γ λ

2
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The weights of the input variables and the output 
variable, the sampling time, the prediction horizon, 
and the control horizon are the parameters that will be 
tuned.

In Fig. 2 the proposed control structure implemented 
in Simulink can be visualized, in which an s-function 
was created (which allows one to call the actual plan 
in EMSO). In the internal block (PLANT_EMSO), the 
s-function has been configured with five input variables 
(uG, FA, FC, Fo and To), two output variable (CSout and 
OF), and a sampling time of 5 seconds. Based on 
sensitivity analysis, the reactor inlet temperature (To), 
gas velocity (uG) and diesel flow rates (FA and FC) in 
the mixer were chosen to be the manipulated variables 
in the proposed MPC control system. The organic 
sulfur concentration (CSout) at the exit of the reactor 
was chosen as the controlled variable. From the blends 
of the oils (A, B and C), the inlet liquid flow-rate 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the EMSO plant coupled to the Matlab/simulink through the EMSO/Matlab 
interface. 

(13)
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generate the identified models. Perturbations of 10% 
in the gas velocity at the reactor inlet, observing the 
values of the organic sulfur concentration (CSout) at 
the outlet of the reactor, were taken to the System 
Identification Toolbox in Matlab, to generate the 
transfer functions. This procedure was repeated for the 
other three process inputs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Model validation
In this work, the operating data from a pilot-scale 

hydrotreating process were extracted from the work 
of Mederos and Ancheyta (2007) to validate the 
mathematical model. The authors considered a single 
feed diesel HDT process and the assumptions presented 
in Section 2, with uG = 0.028 cm/s, uL = 1.75×10-2 cm/s, 
where uL is the surface velocity of the liquid phase 
through the TBR, To = 653 K and P = 5.3 MPa. The 
steady-state model was validated in the work of Silva 
and Secchi (2018). The organic sulfur concentration 
at the exit of the reactor can be seen in Fig. 3. It is 
observed that the results obtained in the simulations 
are similar to the literature, indicating that the reactor 
model is representative. Mederos and Ancheyta (2007) 
discussed some HDT operating conditions and showed 
that cocurrent operation with H2 saturated oils is the 
approach which better fits the experimental data. The 
model parameters provided by these authors were used 
in this work.

g31 relates FC with CSout, and g41 relates To with CSout. 
The deviations were established from the following 
reference values of uG = 2.8×10-1 cm/s, FA = 3.0×10-2 
cm3/s, FC = 2.0×10-2 cm3/s, To = 653 K and CSout = 160 
ppm. The unit of time considered is in seconds, and the 
units of uG, FA and FC are the same as the ones given in 
the reference values.

Figure 3. Time evolution of the concentration of 
organic sulfur compounds (CSout) at the exit of the 
reactor, simulated data and literature data taken from 
Mederos and Ancheyta (2007).

Model identification
Open-loop tests were performed to acquire input 

and output data from the plant to generate the identified 
model using the System Identification Toolbox in 
Matlab. The 4x1 structure with the transfer function 
G (Eq. 14) was built in terms of deviation variables, 
where g11 relates uG with CSout, g21 relates FA with CSout, 

G

g
g
g
g

=
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31

41

The identified transfer functions are given in Eqs. 
15 to 18 and the quality of the fittings are provided in 
Table 2.

g s s
s s11
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=
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−

. . .
. .0034 10 1 48 106 9× + ×− −s .

The evaluation of some parameters of the identified 
models is necessary to attest the quality of the fittings. 
R2 greater than 75% means that 50% of the standard 
deviation of the dependent variable are explained by 
the model, which is a good result for control purposes. 
The FPE (Final Prediction Error) value estimates the 
fit error of the model when predicting new outputs. In 
order to measure the mean squared errors or deviations, 
the MSE (Mean Squared normalized Error) value is 
calculated, which gives the difference between the 
estimator and what is estimated, corresponding to the 
quadratic loss value. The MSE is always non-negative 
and indicates the quality of the estimate. MSE values 
close to the measurement error indicate a good 
adjustment of the model to the plant data.

Table 2. Results of the transfer function identifications 
for the gas velocity (g11), oil A flow rate (g21), oil C 
flow rate (g31), and reactor inlet temperature (g41).

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)
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Table 2 shows that all R2 are greater than 75% 
and the FPE and MSE are relatively small, indicating 
a good fit to the data and prediction of the identified 
models.

Step responses of the identified transfer functions 
are shown in Figure 4, where it can be observed that 
the stationary gains of the transfer functions are K11 = 
-60, K21 = 400, K31 = -300 and K41 = -5.

Tuning the MPC controller
The MPC was generated from the four identified 

transfer functions and was implemented in Simulink/
Matlab with the process plant in the EMSO simulator.

The tuning of the controller was based on the 
method of attempts and analysis of the answers, 
because there is still a shortage of widespread 
generalized robust methodologies that could be used 
in the tuning of predictive controllers in general, often 
applied for specific problems (Garriga and Soroush, 
2010; Olesen, 2012).

The tuning of the MPC was carried out in terms 
of deviation variables in the manipulated (uG, FA, FC 
and To) and in the controlled (CSout) variables from the 
following reference values of uG = 2.8×10-1 cm/s, FA 
= 3.0×10-2 cm3/s, FC = 2.0×10-2 cm3/s, To = 653 K and 
CSout = 160 ppm. Details of the MPC controller design 
can be seen in Table 3, which contains the limits on 
the manipulated variables. The limits on the controlled 
variables and rate of manipulated variables were left 
free (MPC toolbox default value).

In the following figures (from Fig. 5 to Fig. 9) we 
show some results of the MPC tuning, considering 
the sampling time (ts), prediction horizon (P), control 

horizon (m), and weights of the manipulated (wm) and 
controlled (wc) variables. 

Fig. 5 shows the actions in the manipulated 
variables that led the response to follow a setpoint 
increase of 10 ppm, with the prediction horizon equal 
to 10, control horizon equal to 2 and sample time equal 
to 8 minutes. The weights in the manipulated variables 
were equal to 0 for all variables, and the weight in the 
output variable was set to 1.

In Fig. 6, the horizons were changed to P = 28 and 
m = 10. The weights of the manipulated and output 
variables and the sampling time were kept equal to 
those in Fig. 5. It was observed that the controller 
made the response follow a setpoint increase of 10 
ppm; however, more oscillations were observed in the 
controlled and manipulated variables.

In Fig. 7, the parameters P, m, ts and wm were 
kept equal to those shown in Fig. 6. The weight of the 
output variable (wc) was changed to 1×10-4. It can be 
observed that the actions on the manipulated variables 
easily led the response to follow a setpoint increase 
of 10 ppm. In this case, it was observed that, upon 
decreasing wc, the action improves the response, and 
shows a good performance of the controller.

In Fig. 8, the horizons, sampling time and the 
weights of the controlled variable were kept equal to 
those of Fig. 7. The weights of the manipulated variables 

Figure 4. Step response of the identified transfer functions for the process.

Table 3. Limits on the manipulated variables.
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Figure 5. Tuning the MPC controller, in terms of deviation variables in the manipulated (uG, FA, FC and To) and in 
the controlled (CSout) variables. Setpoint increase of 10 ppm, ts = 8 min, P = 10, m = 2, wm = [0, 0, 0, 0], wc = 1. a) 
Controlled variable, b) Manipulated variables.

Figure 6. Tuning the MPC controller, in terms of deviation variables in the manipulated (uG, FA, FC and To) and in 
the controlled (CSout) variables. Setpoint increase of 10 ppm, ts = 8 min, P = 28, m = 10, wm = [0, 0, 0, 0], wc = 1. 
a) Controlled variable, b) Manipulated variables.

Figure 7. Tuning the MPC controller, in terms of deviation variables in the manipulated (uG, FA, FC and To) and in the 
controlled (CSout) varibles. Setpoint increase of 10 ppm, ts = 8 min, P = 28, m = 10, wm = [0, 0, 0, 0], wc = 1×10-4. 
a) Controlled variable, b) Manipulated variables.
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were changed to 1 for all variables. It is noted that the 
variation of the weights of the manipulated variables 
improved the performance of the controller and 
smoothed the response profile, as well as decreasing 
the weight of the controlled variable as observed in 
Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 shows the actions in the manipulated 
variables that led the response to follow a setpoint 
decrease of 150 ppm (from 160 ppm to 10 ppm). It 
shows a good performance of the controller. The 
weights of the manipulated variables were changed 
to 0 for all variables, and the weight of the controlled 
variable was set to 0.2.

MPC Applications
Tests were performed to verify the performance 

of the controller, tuned with the last set of parameters 
of the previous section, for changes in the operating 
conditions. The starting condition of the plant was 

CSout = 160 ppm (in steady state). The performances 
of the MPC can be observed in the following figures. 
In Fig. 10, the controller acted satisfactorily, causing 
the response to follow the setpoint of CSout = 10 ppm 
after one hour of operation. The manipulated variables 
uG, FA and FC presented fast responses, reaching their 
limit values, whereas To followed the slow dynamics 
of the process.

In Fig. 11, the setpoint was changed to 60 ppm at 
time = 1.4 hour and then was changed again to 10 ppm 
at time equal to 15h. The variations in the manipulated 
variables uG, FA and FC occurred rapidly, reaching 
again their bounds at the first change, whereas in To 
it occurred more slowly due to the relatively slow 
dynamics regarding to this variable.

For illustrating the effect of the feed sulfur 
disturbance, Fig. 12 shows disturbances in the 
concentrations of organic sulfur compounds in the oil 
streams entering the mixer, seeking to verify effects 

Figure 8. Tuning the MPC controller, in terms of deviation variables in the manipulated (uG, FA, FC and To) and in the 
controlled (CSout) variables. Setpoint increase of 10 ppm, ts = 8 min, P = 28, m = 10, wm = [1, 1, 1, 1], wc = 1×10-4. 
a) Controlled variable, b) Manipulated variables.

Figure 9. Tuning the MPC controller, in terms of deviation variables in the manipulated (uG, FA, FC and To) and in 
the controlled (CSout) variables. Setpoint decrease of 150 ppm, ts = 8 min, P = 20, m = 10, wm = [0, 0, 0, 0], wc = 
0.2. a) Controlled variable, b) Manipulated variables.
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Figure 10. MPC Performance: a) Behavior of the 
controlled variable (CSout). b), c), d) and e) actuations 
in the manipulated variables (uG, FA, FC, To), causing 
the response (CSout) to follow the setpoint of CSout = 
10 ppm.

Figure 11. MPC performance: a) Behavior of the controlled 
variable (CSout). b), c), d) and e) actuations in the manipulated 
variables (uG, FA, FC and To), causing the response (CSout) to 
follow the setpoint changes (from 160 to 60 ppm at time = 
1.4 h, and from 60 to 10 ppm at time = 15h).

Figure 12. MPC performance: a) Controlled variable (CSout) for setpoint changes (from 160 to 60 ppm at the initial 
time, and from 60 to 10 ppm at time = 15h) with disturbances (±10) in the inlet oil concentrations at the initial time. 
b) Details of the response at the beginning of the process; c) Details of the response during the disturbance in the 
setpoint.
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of the change in the concentrations of the oils in the 
responses, as well as in the MPC performance. Step 
changes of ±10 in the concentration values of oils A 
(CSA), B (CSB), and C (CSC). The setpoint was changed 
to 60 ppm at the initial time and then was changed 
again to 10 ppm at time equal to 15h. The perturbations 
in the concentrations of oils A and B were the ones that 
generated the most differences of the profile without 
disturbance, which is due to the fact that oil A is the 
least pure and oil B has the largest flowrate.

The computational time spent in obtaining the 
model solution was an average of 1 minute. In order 
to obtain the results of the MPC application, the 
time was, on average, 20 minutes. The machine used 
to perform this work was a Dell Core i7 Notebook 
(Inspiron 14 - 5000 series) with 16GB memory. The 
EMSO and Matlab versions were, respectively, 0.10.6 
and R2014a.

CONCLUSIONS

A hydrodesulfurization unit fed with multiple diesel 
streams was addressed using a phenomenological 
mathematical model aiming to produce Ultra-Low 
Sulfur Diesel (ULSD), in which a three-phase model 
of a trickle-bed reactor was considered on a pilot scale 
to implement MPC strategies.

The inlet temperature of the reactor was found to 
be the most important manipulated variable for the 
controller’s performance to obtain the product within 
the specifications. In this way, the blend of oils with 
specific characteristics in the system feed, seeking 
to meet the product specification is an appreciable 
alternative to reduce process difficulties. Thus, the 
blends combined with the possibility of variations in 
their flow rates and adjustment of the organic sulfur 
concentration at the TBR inlet can be used to control 
the diesel hydrotreatment process.

The process responses for setpoint changes and 
input disturbances in the concentrations of organic 
sulfur compounds in multiple diesel streams showed 
that the MPC controller works with good performance.

NOMENCLATURE

DrP Pressure dependence of liquid 
 density (g cm-3)
DrT  Temperature correction of 
 liquid density (g cm-3)
aL

 
Specific surface area at the 

 liquid interface (cm-1)
aS

 
Specific surface area at the solid 

 interface (cm-1)
CPL

 
Specific heat capacity of the

 liquid phase (J g-1 K-1)
d15.6 Specific gravity at 15.6 ºC

Di
L Molecular diffusivity of 

 compound i in the liquid phase
 (cm-2 s-1)
Ea Activation energy (J mol-1)
GL

 
Liquid superficial mass velocity 

 (g cm-2 s-1)
Hi Henry’s law constant for 
 compound i (MPa cm3 mol-1)
jH j factor for heat transfer
KH2S Adsorption equilibrium 
 constant for H2S (cm3 mol-1)
k0 and k0,H2S  Frequency factors
ki

L Mass-transfer coefficient of 
 compound i at the liquid 
 interface (cm s-1)
ki

S Mass-transfer coefficient of 
 compound i at the solid interface 
 (cm s-1)
kL Thermal conductivity of the 
 liquid phase (J s-1 cm-1 K-1)
TL and TS Temperatures of the liquid and
 solid phases (K)
TMABP Mean average boiling 
 temperature (K)
uL Superficial velocity of the liquid 
 phase (cm s-1)
vc

mix Critical specific volume of the 
 liquid mixture (cm3 mol-1)
vi,c Critical specific volume of the 
 gaseous compounds i (cm3 mol-1)
vi Molar volume of solute i at its 
 normal boiling temperature 
 (cm3 mol-1)
vL Molar volume of liquid solvent 
 at its normal boiling temperature 
 (cm3 mol-1)
vN Molar gas volume at standard 
 conditions (NL mol-1)
DHads Adsorption enthalpy of H2S
 (J mol-1)
DHHDS  Heat of hydrodesulfurization 
 reaction (J mol-1)
lH2 Solubility coefficient of the 
 hydrogen (NL kg-1 MPa-1)
lH2S Solubility coefficient of the 
 hydrogen sulfide (NL kg-1 MPa-1)
mL

 
Absolute viscosity of the liquid 

 (mPa s)
r0 Liquid density at standard 
 conditions (g cm-3)
r20  Liquid density at 20 °C (g cm-3)
rL  Liquid density at process 
 conditions (g cm-3)
∈ 

 
Bed void fraction

dp Equivalent particle diameter
 (cm)
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hLS Heat-transfer coefficient for the 
 liquid film surrounding the 
 catalyst particle (J s-1 cm-2 K-1)
P Reactor total pressure (MPa)
R Universal gas constant
 (J mol-1 K-1)
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APPENDIX

Model parameters and mathematical correlations were taken from Korsten and Hoffmann (1996), Mederos and 
Ancheyta (2007), Jiménez et al. (2007), Liu et al. (2008), Alvarez and Ancheyta (2008a), Alvarez and Ancheyta 
(2008b), Kallinikos et al. (2010), Alvarez et al. (2011) and Mederos et al. (2012), and are summarized in Table A1.

Table A1. Parameters and correlations used in the mathematical model.


